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Summary and conclusions
Strong deformations in the upper 10 - 20 m of the Pleistocene/Holocene
ground in the Chiemgau region are related with abundant sinkhole and
general suffosion features. They belong to a three-phase process:
-- heavy energy release and material transport bottom-up
-- (in part long-lasting) washout of the fne-grained component
with the formation of cavities and depressions
-- collapse of cavities >>> Thunderhole formation
This scenario is accompagnied by signifcant, in part wavy deformations
of the upper soft rock layers. Perched water aquifers appear to play a
decisive role.
The observations are well known from very strong earthquakes. They
are observed in actual events and are described as
-- rock (soil) liquefaction with the formation of seismites, injectites,
clastic dikes.
-- seismic surface wave deformations
They are used to describe and document paleoseismicity.
/ The Chiemgau region lacks any signifcant earthquake evidence.
Strong earthquakes can defnitely be excluded in particular with regard
to the limited swath of land that has been affected.
/ The Chiemgau big multiple meteorite impact some 2,500 - 4,000
years ago and its giant energy release during the collision of a comet or
asteroid with the earth's surface are a reasonable explanation for all
intriguing geological observations.
/ Beside the strong impact shock surface waves are considered the
most effective process to have caused the strong and frequently wavy
deformations, because in an impact event the seismic source is located
close to the earth's surface. The contribution of Rayleigh and Love
waves may have been complex, but the theoretically required lowvelocity layer over a high-velocity halfspace to let Love waves
propagate seems to have ideally been fulflled with a water table in the
soft sediments at roughly 10 m depth.
/ In the region there are no young geologic processes known that for
example explain the extreme energy release bottom-up. Glacial
processes or bog-standard karstifcation to account for the Thunderhole
formation as regularly claimed by local, regional and authority
geologists, do not make sense.
/ Meteorite impact-induced "earthquake" features have repeatedly been
taken into considerations (e.g., [2, 3]), but the Chiemgau impact appears
to be the frst event that unmissably relates typical paleoseismic ground
deformations with a distinct meteorite impact event.
/ The observations in the Chiemgau area emphasize that studied
paleoliquefaction features and wavy deformations (e.g. seismites) need
not necessarily have originated solely from paleoseismicity but can
provide a recognizable regional impact signature.
/ Geophysical measurements are able to reveal the underground
deformations in very detail. In the region under discussion ground GPR
measurements with a 200 MHz antenna achieve penetration depths of
more than 10 m. Complex resistivity soundings show that induced
polarization sections have in general a much greater resolution power
with regard to facies and structural features than conventional resistivity
measurements, which conforms to our earlier general experience. Both
in combination are most helpful.
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